
Thersites 
 
My pot-boiler friend Thersites has been delighted to discover that more and more 

contemporary novelists are turning for their inspiration to the ancient world. The latest to 

do so of whom he knows is someone called Colleen McCullough, who evidently wrote a 

smash-hit called The Thorn Birds, subsequently televised. Ms McCullough's 800 page 

blockborer starts with Marius and Sulla in 110 BC and she plans, she says, to produce no less 

than four more volumes, taking the story down to Augustus. Four thousand pages to cover 

110 BC to the principate! Makes Front the Gracchi to Scullard look like a bluffers' guide. The 

problem, however, with these sorts of novels is that the authors cannot resist the 

temptation to shove in absolutely everything they have learnt about the ancient world in 

the course of their 'research'. The result is usually as follows: 

 

The ldus of March by Desirée Noisette 

 

'The ldus of March are come 'rasped Gaius Julius Caesar. Gaius Julius Caesar. He said the 

name to himself. How he loved it! Gaius was, of course, his praenomen, a sort of personal 

name, given on the dies Lustricus, the ninth day after his birth ('Hi, Guys', his pals would 

wittily shout to him, as he made his way from the Circus Maximus along the Via Triumphalis. 

skirting the Palatinum on the left and the Mons Caelius on the right before turning left in to 

the Via Sacra opposite the Palus Ceriolae, the swamp below the Carinae and the Fagutal, 

and through the Velia into the Forum Romanum, with its strangely skewed ground design). 

Julius was his nomen, indicating the house or gens he belonged to, while Caesar was his 

Cognomen, marking the family branch to which he belonged. He dwelt again on his good 

fortune at not having been adopted, because then he would have had to take on all his 

adopter's names, adding only his gens name ending in -anus (i.e. Julianus). That would have 

been strange! Fancy being adopted by, for example, P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica Corculum. He 

would have been P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica Corculum Julianus!! 

 

Try saying that after a couple of glasses of Falernian, he chortled to himself, that superb 

wine coming from the southern slopes of the hills parting Latium and Campania, even 

though Falernian did not rank with those first-class pure Campanian wines Caecubum and 

Setinum. He scratched his balding head and re-adjusted his toga with its 5" wide purple 

stripe, which had been put on him earlier that day by his slaves. They had begun by taking 

the thick, 18½' garment by the straight edge at a point about a third a long its edge and 

placing it on his left shoulder, taking the rest round the back and under the right arm, while 

the folds at the waist were gathered and thrown over the left shoulder too. Then they 

remembered Caesar had not changed his subucula and tunica, worn underneath the toga! 



What incompetence. So they had started all over again, fixing the tunica in place with a 

bright new cingulum. 

 

Prats, thought Caesar. I shall sell or manumit the lot. Manumission was not something he 

usually engaged in, that ancient practice of bringing a slave before a magistrate and 

declaring that he might go free. But clearly no one would want to buy such slaves. And the 

purple of his toga was not what it ought to be either. The colour was produced from the 

secretions of a gland in certain species of Murex and Purpura found all over the 

Mediterranean – Caesar recalled the illustrations of the Murex brandaris he had seen on 

some coins from Tarentum – but the latest batch had clearly not been up to scratch. He 

would tell his slaves to try Murex trunculus next time. 

 

Caesar sighed heavily. The problems! But to return to the Idus of March. He knew it was the 

ldus of March, having made the calculations in the approved fashion. The three fixed dates 

in the Roman calendar were Kalendae (the 1st of the month), Nonae (5th) and ldus (13th), 

and all dates were expressed in the formula 'X days before the Kalendae/Nonae/ldus' of the 

month in question. The exception to this rule was that on certain months (March was one) 

the Nonae fell on the 7th day, and the Idus on the 15th. Caesar had remembered this. It was 

March: indeed, it was Martiae, the month of Mars, the war-god. And it was the 15th of 

March. Wasn't it? Of course it was. So it must be the Idus. After all, had not he, Caesar, 

reformed the calendar? He had decreed that the year 46BC should extend to 445 days. 

Twenty-three days had already been inserted after February 23rd, and now a further 67 

were inserted between November and December representing the sum of the days of the 

three occasional intercalary periods which had been dropped. Such were the thoughts that 

raced through Caesar's seething, turmoiled brain. He tossed his fiery mane contemptuously 

and hitched up his nice yellow toga. 

 

'Ay Caesar: but not gone'. This rocked him. Really rocked him. It worried and troubled him. 

Deeply. What did the soothsayer mean when he said 'not gone'? This was what really 

concerned him. The Roman day was reckoned from sunrise to sunset, divided into 12 horae 

(hours). Each hora, mused Caesar, was bound to be different depending on the time of year. 

By his calculation, the Idus of March had gone. Perhaps the soothsayer had got the time-

division wrong? Anyway, as far as Caesar was concerned, it was already the first part of the 

night known as vigiliae, and might even have progressed from there to vespera and prima 

fax, or possible even the concubia. Indeed, there was a strong chance it could be intempesta 

by now and it would certainly soon be mediae noctis inclinatio; and if that was the case, it 

could not be long before gallinicium; and so on to conticinium and diluculum when day 

broke and the twelve horae came round their inevitable way again. 

 

So the soothsayer had got it all wrong. But what could one expect of a haruspex? This 

ancient art was divided into three branches – foretelling the future from entrails, explaining 



the meaning of lightning, and interpreting prodigia – and had been brilliantly expounded by 

Caesar's old friend Cicero in his de divination. Quickly Caesar ran a hand through his tightly 

curled locks and reviewed the haruspex's normal procedures. All victims slain at an altar had 

their internal organs examined and . . . 

 

[At this point the manuscript breaks off and there seem to be signs of bloodstains in places. I 

am quite unable to account for this and Thersites, who delivered it with a large bump on his 

head, refused to comment further on the matter, except to say that Mrs Thersites had told 

him that if he was late his dinner would probably be in the dog.] 


